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a b s t r a c t

This article delves into the role of ChatGPT within the rapidly evolving field of artificial intelligence,
especially highlighting its significant potential in nursing education. Initially, the paper presents the
notable advancements ChatGPT has achieved in facilitating interactive learning and providing real-time
feedback, along with the academic community’s growing interest in this technology. Subsequently,
summarizing the research outcomes of ChatGPT’s applications in nursing education, including various
clinical disciplines and scenarios, showcases the enormous potential for multidisciplinary education and
addressing clinical issues. Comparing the performance of several Large Language Models (LLMs) on
China’s National Nursing Licensure Examination, we observed that ChatGPT demonstrated a higher ac-
curacy rate than its counterparts, providing a solid theoretical foundation for its application in Chinese
nursing education and clinical settings. Educational institutions should establish a targeted and effective
regulatory framework to leverage ChatGPT in localized nursing education while assuming corresponding
responsibilities. Through standardized training for users and adjustments to existing educational
assessment methods aimed at preventing potential misuse and abuse, the full potential of ChatGPT as an
innovative auxiliary tool in China’s nursing education system can be realized, aligning with the devel-
opmental needs of modern teaching methodologies.
© 2024 The authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of the Chinese Nursing Association. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
What is known?

� ChatGPT, with its advanced text generation skills, quickly and
efficiently delivers logically coherent responses. Built on a vast
dataset, this artificial intelligence (AI) mimics human-like text,
making it invaluable across diverse applications.

� ChatGPT has shown it can pass numerous medical licensing
exams and support clinical tasks by aiding diagnostics, orga-
nizing patient data, and facilitating clinical decisions. Its inte-
gration into medical education and workflows is a significant
trend in healthcare.
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What is new?

� The current article summarizes research on ChatGPT’s role in
education, highlighting its ability to revolutionize teaching
methods, boost student engagement, and enable personalized
learning.

� The current article analyzes the feasibility of ChatGPT passing
the nursing licensure exam in the mainland of China and inte-
grating it into nursing education, offering targeted recommen-
dations to maximize AI’s benefits while mitigating its
limitations in the educational sector.
1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) is quickly evolving, and its fast speed,
high efficiency, high accuracy, and capacity for self-learning will
continue to transform many facets of human activity [1]. A large
language model (LLM) is a deep learning model with a sizable
number of parameters that can produce natural language text after
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automatically learning a language’s grammar and semantic rules
[2,3]. This represents a significant advancement in AI from theory
to practice. Since its inception in 2022, ChatGPT 3.5, one of the
exemplary LLM apps, has garnered considerable attention because
of its interactive learning feature and real-time feedback mecha-
nism in response to user inquiries [4,5]. Researchers have discov-
ered that ChatGPT 3.5 often answered public health queries more
thoroughly and compassionately than licensed medical pro-
fessionals [6]. Because of this, more people have started to inves-
tigate and pay closer attention to ChatGPT’s impact in various
sectors. As an update to ChatGPT 3.5, ChatGPT 4.0 was launched in
March 2023 and has a more comprehensive transformer architec-
ture, better comprehension, and increased accuracy, security, and
deviation management [7].

As of January 20, 2024, 2,210 search results for “ChatGPT” were
available on PubMed (Fig. 1). Since 2022, the number of published
papers has risen monthly (Fig. 1), with 37 of these publications
having a nursing-related focus. Because learning tool development
and education development are inextricably linked, several studies
have examined the potent data collection, text production, litera-
ture categorization, and self-correcting learning capabilities of
ChatGPT 4.0 [8,9]. According to nursing experts, integrating AI into
nursing educationwill fundamentally alter the current paradigm of
nursing instruction, and this trend is inevitable [10,11]. To take
advantage of this reform process, it is best to genuinely understand
the LLMs represented by ChatGPT, identify opportunities and
challenges that LLMs will bring to nursing education, and critically
consider the potential value of this new learning tool for the
innovation and development of nursing education, rather than
passively accepting its impact.

This article summarizes the influence that ChatGPT has had on
the field of education (specifically focusing on research progress in
the field of nursing education), explores the feasibility of imple-
menting ChatGPT in nursing education in the mainland of China,
and discusses what should be done to adapt to this impending
revolution in nursing education.
2. The impact and research progress of ChatGPT on medical
education

Since its inception in 2022, ChatGPT has drawn a sizable user
base because of its exceptional text production skills and quick
Fig. 1. A graph showing how many publications about “ChatGPT
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response to customer demands. In 2023, opinions on ChatGPT’s use
in academics and education also sharply changed [12]. Starting in
2023 and owing to the initial lack of regulation around ChatGPT
usage, prominent journals began prohibiting the use of ChatGPT as
the author of papers [13], considering its use in article writing as
plagiarism [14]. To address this issue, many publishing firms have
demanded that writers attest that they did not employ AI tools
while composing their articles. Furthermore, students have
reportedly been utilizing ChatGPT to complete homework,
worrying academic researchers, as they believe ChatGPT will
diminish the value of schoolwork that requires text production,
negatively impacting how the current educational system functions
[14e17]. Unfortunately, because ChatGPT obtains its data from a
large offline database rather than the Internet, it sometimes in-
cludes fictitious references in response to user requests and posed
queries [18]. Thus, some scientists have suggested that ChatGPT
jeopardizes scientific openness [19] and poses an ethical dilemma
for papers about medicine [20,21].

Although the initial assessment of ChatGPT was more favorable
[22] than negative, as the platform’s user base grew and its use
became more sophisticated, users gradually came to understand
better how ChatGPT could be used as a tool for the advancement of
various industries after actually using its potent personalized text
generation feature [23]. At present, there is a growing interest
among users in exploring ChatGPT’s applications; they are not only
attempting to study its capabilities but also striving to broaden its
area of use by incorporating regulatory software like GPTZero, AI-
Text-Classifier, and ChatGPT Detector. In addition, some studies
have supported the increasing use of ChatGPT in education spe-
cifically [24], indicating its proficiency in answering multiple-
choice otolaryngology and gynecological questions [25,26].
Furthermore, ChatGPT software has been successfully used to pass
the American Heart Association (AHA) Basic Life Support (BLS) test
[27] and the Plastic Surgery In-Training Exam (PSITE) [28]. ChatGPT
has produced good outcomes in surgical education and training
while resolving more complex medical biochemistry-related issues
[30]. These findings demonstrate that ChatGPT’s knowledge is
suitable for teaching foundational courses. Another study found
that ChatGPT answered subjective questions about urology with
evidence-basedmedical knowledge and wasmore than 90% correct
regarding queries concerning prostate illness [31]. However, while
ChatGPT has offered helpful suggestions that professionals widely
” were found on PubMed between 2022 and January 2024.
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accepted, it has also been shown to provide treatment regimens for
patients with urinary tract tumors that are less accurate than those
made by specialists based on patient imaging and biochemical re-
sults [32,33]. As a result, the above research suggests that ChatGPT
may be used to teach practical clinical applications and subject-
basic instruction but is still imperfect.

In November 2023, the Journal Science announced its decision
to lift a restriction on AI enforced since January 2023 [34]. This
change permits authors to utilize AI for writing and experimenta-
tion but prohibits the creation of AI-generated pictures. Many
studies have also shown ChatGPT’s usefulness in various sectors,
and as a result, there is an increasing trend toward incorporating AI
software into the workplace to support learning and office tasks. As
users have started to use ChatGPT more regularly, they have
recognized its quick retrieval, methodical sorting, and customized
output functions as effective aids for learning and work, reinstating
ChatGPT to its original role as an educational tool [35]. This shift in
perception is clear, as individuals no longer regard ChatGPT as an
independent creator, a revolutionary of human wisdom, or a thief
who appropriates the fruits of others’ labor [35,36].

3. The impact of ChatGPT on nursing education

3.1. ChatGPT research progress on nursing education

Research has shown that ChatGPT can assist nurses in medical
record documentation [37], enhance patient education resources
[38], and successfully boost patient communication efficiency [37].
One study discovered that ChatGPT successfully passed the Japa-
nese registered nursing licensure test [39]. While experienced
nursing educators produce National Council Licensure Examination
for Registered Nurses (NCLEX-RN) questions for daily test practice,
the actual NCLEX-RN exam uses computer-generated questions
based on the college’s current response scenario. When researchers
generated NCLEX-RN test questions using ChatGPT, they discovered
that the question quality was on par with those designed by
teachers. This implies that students may be able to use it as a
teaching tool to help them prepare for nursing qualifying tests [40].
Furthermore, simulated patient encounters and virtual reality
simulations facilitated by ChatGPT and the Metaverse can provide
nurses with a more immersive learning environment, thereby
helping to improve their proficiency and confidence in delivering
remote patient care [41].

3.2. Feasibility study of ChatGPT application in nursing education in
the mainland of China

To advocate for the integration of ChatGPT in nursing education
in China, it is imperative first to explore ChatGPT’s knowledge base
and capability to handle clinical nursing challenges. Consequently,
we conducted a small-scale study to investigate ChatGPT’s perfor-
mance on China’s National Nursing Licensure Examination (NNLE),
aiming for clarity and logical coherence in our exploration. We
chose 960 multiple-choice questions (MCQs) from the 2019e2022
NNLE test. Of these, 480 questions dealt with fundamental theory,
while the other 480 questions covered operational and clinical
practice. The MCQs for this study were collected from two publicly
accessible websites, https://nurseslabs.com/ and https://wenku.
baidu.com/. Among all the MCQs utilized, 58 included picture
analysis questions and health policy questions with Chinese char-
acters; as the text analysis and processing capabilities of LLMs are
unable to analyze these types of questions, these questions were
excluded due to the significant heterogeneity in image analysis
capabilities among commonly used LLMs. We entered the
remaining 902 multiple-choice questions (448 theoretical and 454
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practical) into ChatGPT 4.0, Google Bard, Claude 2, and Bing dialog
boxes and tallied the number of correctly answered questions for
each of the four LLMs. Lastly, Chi-square analysis was performed
using the SPSS 26.0 version to determine if there were statistical
variations in the accuracy among the four LLMswhen responding to
NNLE questions. Answers to NNLE practical and theoretical
multiple-choice questions provided by the four LLMs are shown in
Fig. 2. According to these findings, ChatGPT4.0’s accuracy was
81.49%, which was greater than Google Bard’s (65.52%) (P < 0.001),
Claude 2’s (63.97%) (P < 0.001), and Bing’s (68.29%) (P < 0.001).
Additionally, while Bing’s accuracy was significantly better than
Claude 2’s (P ¼ 0.037), no statistically significant accuracy differ-
ence was observed between Google Bard and Claude 2 (P ¼ 0.544).

Moreover, the nursing expertise exhibited by ChatGPT 4.0 sug-
gests its capability to pass the Chinese nursing qualification test and
serve as a professional tool to support nursing programs. Given that
ChatGPT 4.0 operates on text dialog input, users may easily extend
their knowledge content and structure by obtaining details of
pertinent knowledge points within the constraints of user text
input. This instantaneous feedback can swiftly resolve issues during
the learning process and eliminate the need for time-consuming
information retrieval, thereby offsetting the discontinuity and in-
efficiency of conventional learning modalities. Using a systematic
and standardized language and knowledge structure framework to
search user queries and display knowledge points, ChatGPT 4.0may
prevent fragmented learning in overly expansive topic knowledge
systems. Theoretically, these results support the use of ChatGPT in
nursing education in the mainland of China.

4. Optimizing ChatGPT for responsible use in nursing
education

Implementing a robust regulatory framework to guarantee the
proper utilization of ChatGPTas a learning tool in nursing education
is extremely important. It is widely acknowledged that ChatGPT’s
strong text generation and integration capabilities may increase
users’ productivity at work and in their learning processes [42].
Nevertheless, there is currently insufficient oversight of ChatGPT
usage in Chinese institutions. Some nursing students may exploit
loopholes in the outdated assessment system and use ChatGPT as a
shortcut. Therefore, updating and modifying the current assess-
ment system is vital due to the increasing trend of AI software
usage. Given AI’s inevitable popularization and promotion, ChatGPT
must be utilized by the proper regulatory framework to prevent
students from misusing this technology.

Initially, educational institutions must provide pupils with op-
portunities to consistently understand ChatGPT’s application and
teach them the proper and intentional method of querying
ChatGPT. This approach guarantees that students acquire accurate
and worthwhile information, increasing their learning efficiency.
Simultaneously, educational institutions should consider modi-
fying their methods of teaching assessment, lowering the per-
centage of extracurricular text work, increasing the amount of
practical and operational tasks, and raising the percentage of stu-
dent performance in the classroom in the total evaluation. By
implementing these steps, teachers may motivate their students to
engage in more interactive and practical learning rather than
simply depending on written answers provided by ChatGPT.
Additionally, increasing the quantity of nursing literature read us-
ing ChatGPT’s auxiliary reading feature may enhance the clinical
knowledge and scientific literacy of nursing staff members.
Furthermore, to maintain the fairness and accuracy of qualifying
exams, the administrative system should be strengthened to pre-
vent ChatGPT and other comparable LLM software from being
employed during the examination period.

https://nurseslabs.com/
https://wenku.baidu.com/
https://wenku.baidu.com/


Fig. 2. Comparison diagram of answer accuracy of ChatGPT4.0, Google Bard, Claude 2 and Bing. A: ChatGPT4.0. B: Google Bard. C: Claude 2. D: Bing.
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In summary, these research findings suggest that ChatGPT is a
promising tool for teaching and learning that may help improve the
efficacy of nursing education [43]. However, there is a pressing
need to update the current nursing education and evaluation sys-
tem to fully realize the benefits of ChatGPT and prevent possible
misuse. We believe that effective instruments can only reach their
full potential and avert possible drawbacks by implementing a
robust regulatory framework.

5. Conclusion

This article assessed ChatGPT’s potential to enhance nursing
education in China, spotlighting its role in interactive learning and
feedback. We discussed the initial challenges and the positive
changes resulting from regulatory interventions. Emphasizing
ChatGPT’s ability to assist nursing licensure and education, we
advocate for implementing a robust regulatory framework to
ensure its effective use. However, we also suggest that further
exploration is needed to understand ChatGPT’s long-term impact
fully. Future studies should concentrate on assessing AI tools to
enhance nursing education and clinical preparedness, emphasizing
conducting more randomized controlled trials to evaluate these
interventions rigorously.
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